insulated Glass

Glass is a good insulator, but it
would need to be very thick as a
single pane in a window to have
much effect.
rather than having thick glass in
your windows it is better to have
two panes of glass with an air or
gas ﬁlled space between them.
the bigger the air space,
the less heat is lost, up to an
optimum of 20mm.
With the use of different
production methods and
materials, we are able to
produce units with excellent
sound and heat insulation
properties as well as units which
offer high degrees of safety and
security.
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Insulated Glass

Glass is a good insulator but it would need to be very thick as a single pane in a window to have
much effect.

So rather than have thick glass in your windows it is better to have two panes of glass with an air or gas
space between them.
The bigger the air space, the less heat is lost, up to an optimum of 16 - 20mm.
All well designed and well fitted double glazed units significantly reduce the intrusion of unwanted noise.
By specifying glasses whose thickness differ by at least 30%, resonance effects are suppressed and the
acoustic benefits are, therefore, maximized.
What are the benefits of having Double Glazed Units?
• Heat loss through single glazing will be at least halved with double glazed units
• Draughts through windows caused by sinking cooled air will be less with double glazed units
• Rooms will be warmer with double glazed units
• Outside noise can be reduced with double glazed units
• Condensation can be reduced with double glazed units
• Increases the saleability of the property with double glazed units

Glazing Options
Ordinary glass – called Annealed or Float glass
Safety Glass – This can be toughened, laminated, safety wired glass or annealed glass with safety film
applied to it. Safety glazing is mandatory for new installations for doors, windows and partitions within
800mm of the floor. Glazing is marked in the corner with BS6206. All our toughened safety glass meets
safety standards EN12150.
Security Glass – Laminated glass or Annealed glass with film applied to it. When security glass is installed
you must ensure there is an emergency escape route in case of fire.
Low Emissive glass or Low E glass – The glass must be used in a double glazed window so that the special
reflective coating, which is always placed inside the cavity, is protected from any damage.
Decorative glass – This can be opaque, patterned, stained, sandblasted or etched.

Features and Benefits

At Olympic Glass, it has never been our objective to be the cheapest in the market. We prefer to build our
reputation on quality, reliability, and service, to that end we take no shortcuts. We continue to invest heavily in best
quality through state-of-the-art machinery supplied by Lisec the market leader for the glass processing industry.
We believe in attention to detail:
• All Olympic Glass I.G. products are certified to BSEN1279 PARTS 2&3
• Orders can be received via fax or ultimately electronic data transfer.
• Unprecedented traceability via our on line spacer bar printer, showing size and ref details
• Olympic Glass uses the tried and tested Dual Seal method in the construction of all its I.G products.
• This includes a Polyurethane primary seal and polyisobutylene (P.I.B) secondary Seal.
• Polyurethane is a chemical cure sealant and in its cured state has the characteristics of very hard rubber
preventing any form of stepping when glazing or slipping in the warmer months, which is a common trait with
some single seal methods.
• The Spacer bar is a key factor in the production of any sealed unit, the corners being the weakest part. Olympic
Glass uses a higher grade of spacer bar which is of bending quality, enabling us to manufacture the bar in one
continuous length, rather than the traditional method of cut and corner key that some of our competitors still
use today.
• Gas retention is 5 times greater than those using the cut and corner key method.
• Bending quality bar is very flexible perfect for the manufacture of shapes
• Using these advanced methods of manufacture enables Olympic Glass to reduce sight lines, perfect for today’s
slim line window profiles
• The installation of a fully automatic on line gas press has given us the opportunity to discard any unsightly gas
plugs which are unavoidable with manual gas filling methods.
• Accurate desiccant filling is an absolute must for the long life of your I.G. unit’s .Olympic Glass uses the market
leaders for this sector, both in automation and product specification. The desiccant used has a very high level
of moisture retention and a very low dust count. Automatic desiccant filling achieves pin point accuracy by
measuring volume and pressure, a key factor that is sometimes lost with manual methods.

Low Energy Saving Glass

What is Low-E Energy Saving Glass
Low-E glass stands for low emissivity glass. This glass varies from normal clear glass in that one side of the glass
has a special metal coating, technically known as a low emissivity, or Low-E coating. Low-E glass is a type of
insulating glass, which increases the energy efficiency of windows by reducing the transfer of heat or cold through
glass. That means in the winter your house stays warmer, and in summer it stays cooler.
As energy saving has become more and more important in our daily lives, implementing low-E glass in your house
is a government requirement under Document L.
How it works
The radiation coming from your heating system and your furniture and furnishings is long wave radiation. This
type of radiation should be contained in your room as best as possible, while the radiation from the sun should be
shielded and reflected back outside. It should be noted that heat flows from hot to cold objects.
• Winter
In winter absorbed radiant solar energy transfers outwards to the cooler exterior, through plain glass, creating heat
loss and high heating fuel charges. Low-E coated glass will reduce this heat loss.
• Summer
In summer, when it is hot outside, there is no heat flow from a cool interior towards a hotter exterior environment.
A small amount of heat does come into a room in summer by conduction. Low-E glass, with its reduced U-Factor
will reduce this unwanted radiation heat gain.

There are two types of Low-E (low emissivity) glass available – Pyrolytic (hard coat) is considered to be a medium
performer, and sputtered (vacuum deposition or soft coat) is considered to be the highest performer.
Hard Coat Low E
Hard coat products have a greater heat loss but a higher solar gain than soft coat products.
SOFT Coat Low E
Soft coat products offer excellent thermal insulation when incorporated within an Insulating Glass Unit (IGU).
ARGON GAS FILLED DOUBLE GLAZED UNITS
The introduction of gas into the cavity of a double glazed unit reduces the heat conductance between the panes,
helping to keep more heat in during the winter and out in the summer. As a result living and working conditions
become more comfortable the whole year round. The thermal insulation is further improved by using a Low e
energy saving glass on one side of the sealed unit.
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Technical Data – FAQs

What is low-E glass and how
does it work?
Thermally insulating glass (also known as
low-emissivity or low-E glass) usually forms
the inner pane of an insulated glass unit
(IGU).
The glass has a transparent metallic
coating that reflects heat from radiators
back into the room, rather than allowing
it to escape through the windows. At the
same time it allows free heat and light
from the sun (known as passive solar heat
gain) to pass through the glass, warming
your home and further contributing to the
energy efficiency of your windows.

• Money can be saved on heating bills
- heat loss is reduced by at least 40%
compared to standard double-glazing.
• Rooms are more comfortable as cold
spots near windows and drafts are
reduced.
• Condensation on the inside of the glass
is reduced because the temperature of
the interior pane is kept closer to room
temperature.

what is a window energy rating?
A Window Energy Rating (WER) is the
overall energy balance of a window taking
into account the frame, the U value of the
glass, the available solar heat gain, the type
of spacerbar used and air leakage. The
resulting numerical value (Energy Index)
is generally a negative number which is
then placed into a band on an A-G scale
consistent with other energy performance
labels already familiar to the consumer.
Window Energy Ratings were launched
in early 2004 by the British Fenestration
Rating Council (BFRC), an independent
organisation dedicated to improving the
energy efficiency of fenestration products.
For more information please see our
“Technical Datasheet on Window Energy
Ratings”.
so how much money could I
save on heating by using a low-e
glass?
By switching from single glazing to doubleglazing you could reduce your heating
bill by more than 15%! This is based on a
typical Midlands, 1935, semi-detached,
solid-wall property with a mains gas boiler
running 9 hours a day and maintaining
21°C in the living room and 18°C
elsewhere. These figures are illustrative
and have been calculated by Government
authorised Elmhurst Energy Systems Ltd,
using the Government’s SAP calculation.

WHY USE LOW-E GALSSW?
Government Building Regulations (Part L)
require us to use energy efficient products
that help to reduce CO2 emissions and
protect the environment.
Originally these regulations required
windows to achieve a low “U-value”
(measurement of heat loss per square
metre of glazing). More recently these have
been updated to include a Window Energy
Rating scheme (see over) which assess
the overall energy efficiency of a window
and offers a further means of compliance.
Using low-E glass is the most efficient
way to comply with these regulations
whilst offering further benefits to the home
owner:

what is the carbon footprint of a
low-e window?

WHAT IS A U VALUE?
The U-value of a window is a
measurement of the rate of heat loss
indicating how well your windows are
keeping valuable heat in. It is expressed
as Watts per square metre Kelvin W/m2
K. The lower the U-value the better the
thermal performance of the glass.

Olympic Glass has taken every reasonable measure to ensure that the information contained in this publication was correct
at the time of publication. Information provided should not be treated as a substitute for detailed technical advise. Olympic
Glass disclaims any liability for loss or damage suffered from the use of such data.

The manufacturing of one square metre of
low-E double glazing leads to the emission
of about 25 kg of CO2. The CO2 saving
by replacing one square metre of single
glazing by low-E double glazing represents
about 90 kg CO2 per year. The amount
of CO2 emitted during production is thus
offset after 3.5 months use. In the case of
standard double glazing being replaced
by low-E double glazing, the offset time is
about 10.5 months.

Technical Data – Amendments
Proposed Amendments to Part L (Conservation of Fuel and Power) of the
Building Regulations for England and Wales

What is condensation?
This data sheet provides a summary
of the proposed changes to Part L of
the Building Regulations as published
by the Government’s Department for
Communities and Local Government (CLG)
on the 18th June 2009. These proposals
are subject to consultation therefore it is
possible that the final published document
may change. This document is intended
for guidance only and is not exhaustive, for
more detailed information please refer to
the CLG website*.
The proposed changes are expected to
be published in early 2010 and come into
force from October 2010.
As with the current Approved Document
L, the proposed amendments cover all
aspects of a building and its services,
not just glass and windows. The previous
amendments to Approved Document L,
implemented in 2006, introduced many
new changes but we were always aware
that this would not be the end. It was
intended that these be reviewed regularly
and amended as necessary in order
to help the UK Government meet CO2
reduction targets. Further amendments are
expected both in 2013 and 2016.
This data sheet aims to summarise the main
points relating to glazing, grouped by the
four main parts of Approved Document L.
These are:

emissions from the actual building or
dwelling (BER/DER) with a TER based
upon a hypothetical reference or “notional”
building of the same shape and size.
The only way of complying with the
energy requirements are to calculate,
using approved Government calculation
software, the CO2 emissions for the
proposed building as a whole, and to
show that the levels for both the designed
building and the constructed building are
no greater than the TER.
As per the amendments in 2006, there are
some limits on design flexbility to ensure
minimum standards of energy efficiency
are achieved in all cases. It is expected
that the present system of “backstops”or
“worst acceptable” standards for windows
will stay in place, but may be adjusted to
reflect the Government target reductions
in CO2 emissions. At present the whole
window U-value is set at 2.2W/m2K (areaweighted average) for 2010.
It is also noted that although the Building
Regulations do not specify minimum
daylight requirements, if the area of glazing
is much less than 20% of the total floor
area, some parts of the dwelling may
experience poor levels of daylight, resulting
in increased use of electric lighting with an
associated energy deficit.
nON dwellings

New build dwellings (adl1a) &
non-dwellings (adl2a)

The Government wants to introduce
improved energy efficiency standards
for newnon-domestic buildings, and in
its 2008 Budget announced an ambition
for all new non-domestic buildings to be
net zero carbon from 2019. It is therefore
proposing a phased improvement
beginning with a target 25%(aggregate)
reductioninCO2 emissions across all new
non-dwellings in 2010 (c.f. 2006).

In 2006, a ‘Target carbon dioxide Emission
Rate’ (TER) was introduced as the
minimum energy performance requirement
for a proposed building.

The overall performance of a proposed
building should be assessed using an
approved calculation tool such as the
Simplified Building Energy Model (SBEM).

This requires comparison of CO2

It should also be noted that to help

• ADL1A - New dwellings.
• ADL1B -Work in existing dwellings.
• ADL2A - New buildings that are not
dwellings.
• ADL2B -Work in existing buildings that
are not dwellings.

Olympic Glass has taken every reasonable measure to ensure that the information contained in this publication was correct
at the time of publication. Information provided should not be treated as a substitute for detailed technical advise. Olympic
Glass disclaims any liability for loss or damage suffered from the use of such data.

constrain the energy-burden of air
conditioning use, a revised limit on solar
gains is also being proposed for nondomestic buildings. The solar gains
through the glazing aggregated over the
period from April to September must be
no greater than would occur through
one of the following reference glazing
systems with a defined total solar energy
transmittance (g-value):
- for every space that is predominantly
side lit, the reference case is an east
facing façade of the same total area that
is 40% glazed as viewed from the inside
out and having window units that have a
framing factor of 10% and a solar energy
transmittance (g-value) of 0.46
- for every space that is predominantly top
lit, the reference case is a horizontal roof
of the same total area that is 15% glazed
as viewed from the inside out and having
rooflights that have a framing factor of
25% and solar energy transmittance
(g-value) of 0.46.
dwellings
The Government set out in its Building a
Greener Future - Policy Statement (July
2007) that new homes will be net zero
carbon from 2016. As a step to achieving
this target, energy efficiency standards for
new homes are to be improved by 25%
(fixed) in 2010 (c.f. 2006).
The calculation methodology for individual
dwellings would be the Government’s
Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP)
software.
GLAZING OPTIONS
To meet the “worst acceptable” whole
window U-value of 2.2W/m2K, it will be
very difficult for developers to avoid using
low-E glass as a minimum.
On the other hand, to address the need for
reduced heating and cooling of new nondwellings, there is likely to be an increased
requirement for high performance solar
control products.

Technical Data – Amendments

WORk IN EXISTING DWELLINGS AND
NON-DWELLINGS (ADL1B & ADL2B
Dwellings
The scope of ADL1B continues to include
certain “controlled fittings”. These include
windows, roof windows, rooflights or
doors (including the frame). Consequently,
replacing the glazing whilst retaining an
existing frame is not providing a controlled
fitting, and as such does not have to meet
the Part L standards.
Controlled fittings must conform with the
following standards:

(1)Window Energy Ratings - see BFRC website www.bfrc.org

At present,Window Energy Ratings (WERs)
are proposed to be the sole method for
demonstrating compliance with ADL1B*.
Only in exceptional circumstances, e.g. for
one-off replacements, may the alternative
standard of a centre pane U-value of
1.2W/m2k be accepted.
Non-Dwellings
For existing non-dwellings ADL2B broadly
permits two methods of compliance:

(1) excludes display windows
(2) e.g. student accommodation,
care homes
(3)Window Energy Ratings - see BFRC
website www.bfrc.org

In the case of curtain walling as a
controlled fitting into existing nondwellings, the overall U-value should be
no greater than 0.8 + 1.2X (where X is the
fraction of the curtain wall that is glazed).
Glazing Options
With WERs currently being proposed as
the sole method of compliance, never
has it been more important to find costeffective solutions for achieving band C
windows and upwards.
Conservatories
It is proposed that conservatories <30m2
in size no longer be exempt from Part L of
Building Regulations for the first time.
A conservatory is defined as an extension
to a building, which is thermally separated
from the attached building by windows,
walls and doors of a similar standard to the
rest of the building and with independent
heating controls (where used). It also
states that the area of transparent or
translucent material in the external
envelope must be more than 150% of the
floor area.
Standards for conservatories are outlined
as the same as detailed in Table 1 (overleaf).
However, it is expected that maximum U
and g standards will be implemented for
controlled fixings (windows, roof windows
and glazed doors) and that the WER band
C option will be removed.
Although conservatories are not notifiable,
the Local Authority may check the
installation. The installer should therefore
produce a schedule for the owner as
evidence of compliance. This document
should include details of the provisions
made for thermal separation, elemental
performance standards of the various
construction elements (i.e. glazing), the
heating system and controls, ventilation to
limit summer overheating and advice on
how different patterns of use will influence
energy consumption and running costs.
According to the proposals, this is the first
stage of a proposed progressive tightening
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of conservatory standards, such that
conservatories will ultimately be treated
exactly the same as extensions.
TIMINGS
- The consulation period ended on the
17th September 2009.
- The new Part L will be published in early
2010.
- The new Part L will be implemented in
October 2010.
SUMMARY
New Build
• No elemental or target U-value methods
• Worst acceptable limits set for windows
• All conservatories now included
• Limits on solar gains in non-dwellings
Work in existing dwellings
• Window Energy Rating of minimum
band C
• No elemental or target whole window
U-value methods
• No centre pane option
• All conservatories now included Work in
existing non-dwellings
• Whole window U-value of 1.5W/m2k,
irrespective of frame material.
• 1.2W/m2k centre pane option.
• Window Energy Rating of minimum band
C (non-dwellings that are domestic in
character).
HOW WILL THE CHANGES IN BUILDING
REGULATIONS BE ENFORCED?
Compliance with the Building Regulations
will be policed by Local Authority
Building Control and competent persons
schemes, such as FENSA and CERTASS.
In particular, with the introduction of the
Window Energy Rating scheme as the
primary method of compliance for work in
existing dwellings,
FENSA will be linking each registration
of replacement windows with the British
Fenestration Rating Council (BFRC) database.
This will confirm that the replacement.

Technical Data – Condensation

What is condensation?

INDOOR Condensation

OUTDOOR Condensation

Condensation is defined as the physical
process by which a gas or vapour
changes into a liquid. If the temperature
of an object (e.g. grass, metal, glass) falls
below what is known as the ‘Dew Point’
temperature for a given relative humidity of
the surrounding air, water vapour from the
atmosphere condenses into water droplets
on its surface.

The principal cause of condensation on
glass on the inside of a building is a high
internal humidity level coupled with a low
outside temperature which cools the inside
surface to below the dew point, particularly
around the edges. Bathrooms, kitchens
and other areas where humidity levels are
high are particularly susceptible to this
problem.

Condensation forms on the outdoor
surface of glass when its temperature
drops below The outdoor dew point
temperature.

This “dew point” varies according to
the amount of water in the atmosphere
(known as humidity). In humid conditions
condensation occurs at higher
temperatures.

In order to control this form of
condensation, consideration should
be given to improving the heating and
ventilation in these areas.

In cold conditions condensation occurs
despite relatively low humidity.

However, another way to reduce the
problem is to use high performance
windows containing an enhanced thermally
insulating glass.

Again, windows manufactured with a
double-glazed unit containing energy
efficient low-emissivity glass have
enhanced thermal insulation properties
thanks to a high performance transparent
coating that reflects heat from radiators
or fires back into the room. As a result the
outer pane of glass does not get warmed
by heat escaping from inside the building
through the glass and remains cooler
in comparison to less thermally efficient
windows.

Windows manufactured using an energy

Condensation on glass
Condensation on the external surfaces of
a double-glazed unit can form in a wide
variety of circumstances and on either the
inside or the outside of a building.
The phenomenon of surface condensation
on double-glazed units occurs in three
forms:
• On the external face (face 1)
• On the inner surfaces 2 and 3 of the
double-glazed unit
• On the internal face (face 4)

efficient low-emissivity (or low-E) glass
actually restrict heat exchange across
the air space between the two panes of
glass. This keeps the inner pane of glass
warmer thus reducing the instances when
condensation can form.
In addition, the use of a “Warm-edge”
spacer bar made of insulating material,
will reduce the risk of condensation at the
edges.
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External condensation only occurs in
certain climatic conditions with high
humidity levels and/or particularly cold
weather. It is possible that external
condensation will appear on some
windows but not on others. This is due
to localised atmospheric conditions such
as shelter from nearby trees or buildings,
variable air currents and wind speeds and
varying levels of nearby vegetation.
Condensation on the outdoor surface
of such high performance windows is in
no way an indication of a defective unit.
Indeed, this can be seen as a positive
indication that the enhanced thermally
insulating units are actively reducing heat
loss through the glass (see table overleaf)..

Technical Data – Condensation

THIS TABLE SHOWS THAT:
- The surface temperature of single-glazing is almost never lower than the external air temperature, so condensation rarely occurs on the
external face
- Improving the thermal insulation (lower U-value) reduces the transfer of heat to the external surface: the external glazed surface is
therefore colder, increasing the risk of condensation.
- When there is a high wind speed, the temperature of the glass tends to be similar to that of the external air
- The cooler the external air, the less likely the glazing is to have a significantly lower temperature than that of the external air.

CONDENSATION ON INNER FACES 2 AND 3
The formation of condensation on the inner faces of the double-glazed unit is an indication that the air or gas cavity is no longer
completely sealed. The desiccant will rapidly become saturated and any damp air penetrating via the seal around the perimeter will
reduce visibility by forming condensation on faces 2 and 3. The double-glazed unit must therefore be replaced as this cannot be
reversed. This double-glazed unit must be replaced in accordance with the terms and conditions of the warranty.

In summary
• Internal condensation:
- can occur in areas of high humidity (e.g. bathrooms and kitchens) and/or during exceptionally
cold weather
- can be reduced on windows by using high performance thermally insulating glass.
• External condensation:
- can occur in certain climatic conditions with high humidity levels and/or particularly cold weather
- is a positive indication that the enhanced thermally insulating units are working correctly and
reducing heat loss through the windows
- can be counteracted by the use of a hydrophilic coating
• Condensation on the inner faces of a double-glazed unit:
- is not normal and is an indication that the cavity is no longer completely sealed
- the unit must be replaced as this cannot be reversed.
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